Sharing the energy of knowledge

Energy Delta Institute offers a unique range of programmes
that cover the energy value chain with specific attention for
the energy transition. Our courses are led by top academic
researchers and senior industry experts and are meant for
energy professionals at all levels of expertise.
Get prepared for the dynamic and challenging future of the
energy business and join Energy Delta Institute.

PORTFOLIO OVERVIEW 2019
GENERAL PROGRAMMES
Masterclass in Carbon Capture, Utilisation and Storage
Get a comprehensive understanding of the complete CCUS value chain. The key to achieve national
climate goals. (in both Dutch and English)

Masterclass in Hydrogen
in cooperation with DNV-GL
Get a comprehensive overview of the hydrogen value chain.
(in both Dutch and English)

Energy Transition and the Public Sector
includes site visit to the Dutch island Ameland
Increase your knowledge on the impact of the energy transition on local government. Work on
your own regional energy strategy case study. (in Dutch)

LNG Industry
in cooperation with Enagás, includes site visit to LNG terminal Barcelona
Get a comprehensive overview on the challenges and opportunities of the dynamic global LNG
business.

Masterclass in Biogas
in cooperation with Groen Gas Nederland
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Learn more about production, transport technology and utilisation
Location: to be determined

Lecture Series ‘‘The next step in the energy transition’’
in cooperation with Nyenrode Business University
Learn about the targets for the Dutch energy transition and how to realise a successful climate
neutral energy provision (in Dutch - 6 lectures).

Small Scale LNG
in cooperation with Fluxys, includes site visit to Zeebrugge LNG terminal
Get a complete overview of the small-scale LNG value chain.

European Energy Markets
Acquire strategic perspective on European energy transition with this introductory course
addressing key economic, institutional, technical and developmental aspects of European energy
markets.
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GENERAL PROGRAMMES
European TSO Programme
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in cooperation with ENTSOG
Increase your knowledge on the tasks, responsibilities and the future role of the Transmission
System Operator in a hybrid energy system.

North Sea Energy
in cooperation with DOB-academy
Learn about the current and future energy flows from the North Sea, the transition of the
offshore industry and how international and sector collaboration can increase the North-West
European transition process.

Flexibility and Energy Storage
in cooperation with EnergyStock, includes a site visit to EnergyStock
and the HyStock-project
Provides a clear vision on the role of flexibility in the energy mix and the different options
of energy storage.
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EXECUTIVE PROGRAMMES
Energy Transition and Innovation
in cooperation with Nyenrode Business University, RWTH Aachen
University of Technology and the International Energy Agency
Master the competences needed to face the many challenges and
opportunities of the energy transition.

New Energy Realities
in cooperation with Bloomberg, ESCP Europe and PwC
Addresses three major challenges of today’s energy industry - new business models,
innovation and leadership.
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UPCOMING PROGRAMMES IN 2020
Management Programme Large Energy Projects
Mastering the challenges of large energy projects.

Executive Programme International Gas Business and Cooperation
The challenges of intercultural gas cooperation in a globalised energy system.

International Gas Value Chain
Gain insights in into the core processes and dynamics of the international gas value chain.

IN-HOUSE PROGRAMMES
Tailored | Confidential | Cost Saving | Time Saving
EDI can develop a tailor-made programme to address your company’s specific issues and concerns regarding any energy-related topic.
www.energydelta.org/executive-education | info@energydelta.nl | T +31 (0) 88 11 66 800
* We reserve the right to make possible price adjustments or changes of another nature.
VAT, accommodation and travel expenses are not included in the price.

Energy Delta Institute (EDI) is an international energy business school. Our mission is to bring together world-class
knowledge and business skills to educate and inspire energy professionals, so that they can become the new leaders of
a sustainable energy future. The changing energy world is forcing companies to innovate in order to stay competitive.
Through a rich variety of energy training courses and networking activities we prepare energy professionals for challenges
they face in this dynamic environment.
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